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...... _ Co~nnigu.i_ of the meeting , _ 
The Conference of the Cornmi ttee. on Disarm13lllent to~_ay helcl its 717th- plenary meeting 

::..:n·the_Palais des Nat.±orrs,..-Geneva, under the chairma.nahip of 
. .. . ~ -~ ,. ~ . ' . . . ·. ' . . 

H.E • .Am.b~s.sador George .A. Maciel, representative of Bra.zil • 

. :he .:J:'E;P;esentative of .. Iran (H. E • .Ambassador M .. ~~;tash) .made a statement on 
.......... 

cherJical wea~cms. He termed the recently concluded informal meetings on the f:!Ubj ect 

serious and rewarding and expressed the satisfaction of his delegation at the fc:t.ct 
...... ·• l,• . ·. 

that the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics had already. 

discu~sed the issues involved and that they intended to continue their contacts. 

He expressed the hope that the CCD would be kept informed of the resu+ts of their 

bilateral contacts and that tho~e bilateral_ contacts and the CCD ~egotiations could . 

proceed simultaneously. 

The representative of Czechoslovakia_ (H.E~ .Ambassador Miloslav Rfr~ek) made a 

statement _in which references were made to the convention on. t1:le prohibition of 

military or any other hostile use of environmental modification tec~iques, .to the 
. .'.; .. :: .... ; 

ban of .new type.s and new systems of weapons, to the ban, of chemical weapons and to 
., _I. ' • ' I. " ' ·~ • .. ' ,; . • • ' ' • ' ,' ,' 

the Hid-term Revie;,-r of the Disarmament Decade •. 

The representative of .Pakistan (:Mr. Khalid Saleem) made a statement on the draft 

convent,ion on the prohibition of military or any other hostile. use of environmental 

modification techniques. 

The representative of the Netherlands (H.E~ .Ambassador C • .A. van der Klaa.uw) made 

a statement on. the '.i.'reaty _on Undergronnd Nuclear Exp*osions for Peaceful Purpos,es 

signed by the Union of Soviet_ Socialist Republics 8!ld the United Sii,a.tes on 28 May 1976, 
and on a comprehensive test ban. 

The representative of Nige+ia (H.E • .Ambassador B. Akporode C~ark) summed up hi~ 

appreciation of the Mid-term Review of the Disarmament Decade which the CC:O has. 

undert~ffi1 in a0co~danqe ,with General .Assembly resolution 3470 (XXX) 1 and submitted 

a workine paver. on, _the subject. 

The fo~lqwin_g document _was submitted: 
11 Letter dated 28 July 1976 from Mr. Leif Blomqvist of the Permanent Mission of 

Finland to the Special Representative of the Secretar,y-General to the Conference of 

the Committee on Disarmament transmitting a working paper by the Government of Finland 

on Finnish capabilities of seismological detection of undergronnd nuclear explosions" 

( CCD /509). 

The delegation of Nigeria submitted a "Working paper on conclusions of the 

I'lid-term Review of the Disarmament Decade" (CCD/510). 

The next plenar,y meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday 1 5 August 1976, 
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Mr. FARTASH (Iran): The CC}?_ e~s .... :r.'E'l9_enU;y. c_ompleted a very fruitful informal 

meeting on the question of the prohibition of chemical iveapons. There has been, ive 

believe, a serious and rewarding exchange of vimvs betiveen the experts on the subject 

ivhich has_ helped to ad vance the Committee 1 s work tm-rards an eventual treaty. This 

situation contrasts favourably with that which prevailed last year, when I presented the 

views of my delegation on the question of chemical disarmament. At that time the CCD 

seemed to be marking time, Hai ting to see ,,rhether the promised joint United States

Soviet initiative would materialize. 

Even though this has not been the case, the reluctance to engage the CCD in this 

discussion has fortunately l)een overcome. We have studied attentively the very 

informative statement made by Ambassador IvT.artin at our 702nd meeting, and i·!e >velcome the 

views of the Soviet Union on the most pertinent aspects of CW problems presented by 

Ambassador Likhatchev on 22 July. It ivas, moreover, a matter of some satisfaction to 

learn that the issues presented in the. United States statement had already been discussed 

ivi th the Soviet Union and that these tvro countrj,.es intended to continue their contacts. 

We assume that the CCD will be kept. informed of the problems encountered bilaterally, 

1and that the negotiations can proceed simultaneously. 

Thee~perts' meeting was therefore parti'cularly encouraging, and hopefully has 

moved Uf? .off dead-centre on this issue. For this we would like to congratulate the 

Federal Republic of Germany for having proposed these meetings and to tharuc the experts 

who shared their lmowledge and vdsdom >vi th us. 

I would like _also to convey our appreciation to the esteemed leader of the 

United Kingdom delegation, Lord Goromry-Roberts, for the draft comprehensive CW .· 

convention which the United ICLngdom plans to table at our Conference.. If it can weave 

the ~seful pieces of previous drafts into a worka:ble frame1.vork for a treaty, it will 

malce a sizeable contribution to progress in this field. 

For the moment I 1.-rould like to revievr the problems of chemical disarmament and to 

present our first reactions to the recent informal meetings. To start with the issue 

vrhich seems the most promising, ive are pleased to note a narrowing of clifferences over 
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thE) _spo:pe C?f a CW ban. There seems to be considerable agreement on the . . . . ' 

validity of _:the phased approach to a comprebensi ve ban as :v;ell a13 a .c:rystallization of 
;._ ._, __ ::-_ .......... ', 

viei'ls concerning the C\v agents to be included in an initial stage. . The United .States 

position regarding the possible scope of the first stage. of a CW agreement _is of 

particular interest._ .An initial ban on "all lethal and other highly toxic.OWagents" 
. '.:. 1'. 

rather than only on .the highly toxic single-purpose agents seems to repreE\ent a step 
·. :._./ 

towards the vie:vrs. set out in the non-aligned memorandum of 1973· At the _same time we 

hope it is com.patible with the Soviet readiner;3s to prohibit as a first step "the most 

dangerous and lethal chemical.means of vraging war.". vie have talmn note as. Hell of the 

statement by the distinguished Japanese representative, that Japan would no longer 

insist on its previous position of limiting an ini.tial ban to supertoxic CW agents. 

Although my delegation intends to study further the implications of these adjustments 

of position, we would like to offer some preliminary thougl).ts. 

A broadening of the initial scope would certainly bring us closer to the ultimate 
.. : ~~-

objective of prohibi tin~ all chemical iveapons, and. it -vrould. outlmv many of the chemical 

weapons which have in fact been used in warfare. It does, hovrever, also create some 

additional problems. A first-stage ban of all lethal C'vl agents 1vould thrust our 

discu,ssion into the _category of dual-purpose agents -vrhere definition and, 

particularly, verification become complicated. 

On the question of the definition of Cvl agents, there are some encouraging 

developmen.ts. · Both the Soviet and United States delegations hav~ found that broad 
. . . . . . 

supp?rt and +ecognition exist for the applicability of a general-purpose criterion and 

the use of toxicity. as an additional criterion. The Uni tecl States has tentat.i veiy 

upheld the .. C;;u1El.<:lian proposal for t"tvo toxicity thresholds, and has expressed interest 

in the establishlp.ent of agreed standards for determining lethality as set forth in 
.·.;_£ 

CCD/473· 
I:Ji th progress being made in this area, the identification of the agents to be 

prohibited in the first phase of an agreement might be possible. Yet the inclusion 
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of dual-purpose CW agents would seem also to raise the question of the quantities which 

would have no justification for peaceful purposes and the production of which would have 

to be curtailed. 'ife have noted in this regard the detail added to the Japanese draft 

treaty in document CCD/483, which specifies that article I vmuld prohibit certain types 

or quantities of chemical warfare agents. This prompts us· to ask whether it vrould be 

necessary·to determine the. quantities allowed in an initial stage, or whether a 

unilateral undertaking s'et forth in the form of a national declaration would suffice~ 

The.recent Japanese contribution, in docUment CCD/483, appears to tackle the 

problems posed by a ban on some dual-purpose C\if agents •. · The tables which it 

introduces seem intended to identify all the chemical agents to be prohibited by a 
comprehensive agreement and to determine for each agent whether it vras to be banned or 

not from the outset. It would be interesting to hear views on the realistic possibility 

of mru{ing such comprehensive lists, or whether they could be helpful in making the 

i:lustrative lists mentioned in the United States document, CCD/499, as supplementar,y 
. . . . 

means of defining lethal chemical agents rn an initial agreement. The papers submitted 

by Yugoslavia (CCD/504 and 505) als.o represent valuable discussions of wider aspects 

of the definition problem, especially as regards binary weapons. 

The second major question in regard to the prohibition of chemical warfare agents 

is that of verification. In this area we fear that it will be more difficult to 

achieve a meeting of minds. Both the Japanese and the United States delegations had 

posited previously th~t the possibility of effective verification shouid determine 

which agents to prohibit at the outset. Yet a broadening of the scope of the initial 

ban would seem to increase verification requirements. The United States statement 

of 13 ~pril had minimized the differences between the verifiability of single-purpose 

and dual-purpose CW agents which were considered 11not ver,y consequential in the light of 

the inherent difficulties of verifying any type of CW production or stockpiling11
• 

. . 

The Japanese statement (CCD/PV.709) cast doubts on the possibilities of verifying 

dual-purpose agents. Both views reflect the complexities of the issue before us. 
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It seems clear that a large part of the verification system will have to centre 

on the cessation of CW production, but the guestion of which verification methods to 

apply remains unsolved. ~ny .of the ~~udies undertal<en have focused on the need to 

follow the production of the :phosphorus.compounds, and research has also been done in 

the area of moni taring other less toxic. agents. A reporting system for chemical 

production was sketched by the United States at the 702nd meeting of the Committee, 

and the recent Soviet statement stresses the analysis of statistical data. 

On the next level of verification, vThich has been termed "technic:al ·inspection", 

conside:r-able effort has been expended in developing effective methqd~3 which are as 

non-intrusive as possible. Several technigues may not reguire access to the facilities. 

They include, for example, technical sampling methods which in certain case.s might 

correspond to methods termed "near-site" verification by the Pugwash liforkshop. There 

may be ~emote monitoring possibilities as well. 

We have noted the contributions made to this very complicated and crucial problem 

by the .United Kingdom and the United States. I vrould like in this context to mention 

the impressive research :prqject undertaken by Finland on the identification of CW agents. 

If some understanding could be reached about the verification methods i-Ihich are 

most effective and least intrusive, it might facilitate consideration of the core issue: 

the search for some verification organ which could reconcile the. need for int_ernatiopal 

supervision with the need to protect national industrial interests. 

The qther aspect of CW verification, the assurance of destruction of stockpiles, 

is also an obstina~e problem. The United States has proposed.several alternatives, 

regarding the destruction of CW. stockpiles reflecting the vievl that. such reductions 

are essential in the first stage. On first reading, the destructiorJ. of a specified 

amount by each State. "\vould seem one vTay of avoiding. excessive verification demands. 

The United States statement mentioned the possible unegual burden this would place on 
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conntries with small. stockpiles, but might it not be possible to borrovr an idea from 

the third alternative and establish different amounts for different countries, 

depending on the estimated size of existing stockpiles? I 

With regard ·to the verification of stockpile destruct~on, vre have read vri th 

interest the recent Svmdish contribution in doctunent CC])/485. .\ve );.top_e .it -vrill help 
.',,, ' MO o>• 

to· solve the problem of assu:cing the destr~ction of G\v agents without revealing undue 

information. \"le have also taken note of the United. States paper, CCD/497, as well.as 

the paper of the Gennan Democratic Republic, CCD/566. 

The United States proposal for technical exchanges should certainly re.ceive 

careful" attention. If it can assist in evaluating various verifiqation methods, it 

could advance our vlOrk. \ve also note the pertinent Yug:oslav statement regarding th.e 

importance of medical connter-measures against chemical warfare. 

It seems to my delegation that, after our examination of all these. issues with ..... 

the help of experts, the CCD might now dravl up its b:;3.lance sheet on chemical. 

disarmament. Here 1•18 would certainly join .Ambassador Hamil ton in questioni~g whe.ther 
11 anyone of us h~ve a clear :Pi.cture of where we stand today11 • vle also agree with hj,.s 

suggestion, supported by .Ambassador ·Allen at our meeting of 20 July, that a compilation. 
. ·' . 

·of facts and vie\vs expr~ssed ·i~ the CCD is necessary. \ve -vmuld,. however, make a 

plea to keep such a compilation as concise and to the point as possible. It seems 

to my delegation that it v10uid be useful also to determine the areas of possible 

egreement --as the United States has done and the major problem areas 9 ·perhaps 

along the lines set forth by Canada at our 709th meeting. 

· Both the United States and the Soviet Union have stated that the CCD should 

continu~'its endeavours in this area of mv, parallel to their bilateral initiative~ .. 

\ve welcome. this p,pproach, but would stress that these bilateral contads must also' be 

pursued. ·The rene>ved interest in chemical disarmament manifested by. so many , . 

delegation~ should serve ~s an impetusfo~ the CCID to press for1vard in this area l'rhere 

real dis~~mament is involved, and where a real contribution to lessening the dangers 

of war could be made. 
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Mr. RUZEK (Czechoslovakia) : First of all I should like to •·relcome the new 

distinguished representatives: Ambassador Likhatchev of the Soviet Union, 

Lord Goromr,y~-Rob,erts of the United Kingdom and Ambassador Jargalsaikhan of Hongolia. 

All t~ree hav.e r.e·p~esenteCl_ their respective cmmtries ·vii th great distinction before 

as;suming the leadership of their delegations in the CCD, and He are all looking forward 

to co-OJ?erating i-dth them as closely and in as friendly a manner as ivith their 

predecessors;; 

At the same time I should like to join all other s·peaJ.(ers and send our best wishes 

to the distinguished re·presentatives who have left the CCD: Ambassador Roshchin of the 

Soviet Union, Ambassado~ Barton of Canada, Ambassador Kasasa of Zaire and 

Ambassador Dugersuren of Nongolia. We higbly appreciate their contribution to the work 

of the CCD, \vhich, es·pecially in the case of Ambassador Roshchin, re",Presents efforts 

spread over many long years. 

Hay I also thank all the distinguished representatives for the kind words with 

\vhich they have earlier vmlcomed me to the CCD. 

An intensive activity in the field of disannament always vms and remains an 

integral part of our country's efforts, es·pecially in the field of foreign policy• It 

found a new expression in the report of the Gene1·al Secretary of the Communist Party of 

Czechoslovakia and President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Re·public, Gustav H1:1sak, at 

the XVth party Congress: 11\ve regard it necessary to strengthen the trend tovmrds the 

reduction of ·political tension by extending it to the military s·phere and reduce 

military activities as well, to stop the feverish arms ra<?e and to safeguard the 

transition towards the limitation of accumulated vlea·ponry and to· disarmament". 

In the same spirit, our country su·pports the document of the re.cent conference of 

the Communist and \vorkers' Parties in Eerlin 1 es·pecially its strong emphasis on 

questions of disarmament, as -vmll as the recent declaration of the \vorld Peace Council 

ado·pted in Stockholm. 

lr!hen vTe look at this year's sessio.n of the CCD, v18 cannot fail to note the good, 

businesslike atmos·phere in -v;hich the discussion has been going. fut time and tide 

wait for no man. It is necessary to re·port concrete progress, and concrete progress 

means agreed texts and all that follovrs. 
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Undoubtedly. the ·vmrk on the text of the Convention on thEl ·prohibition of military 

or any other ho.stile use of environmental modificat:i,.on techniques is advanced to a 

sufficient. degree that it· may prove ·possible to finish it du:L'ing the present summer 

sessioxi. The setting up of the vrorking· group has boon useful. It has undoubtedly 

hel·ped to clarify the. iss1..1.es under consideration. We all knovr that there are in the 

Convention three key articles: It II and V. Our delegation vrould like to express its 

o·pinion that the first sentence in article I, containing the definition of. the sco·pe of 

the ban, is~ with the given clarifications of both co-s·ponsors, acceptable to us. While 

He understand the concern some delegations feel about the ·potential use of new, so far 

unknown techniques in the field m1der negotiation, \ve· cannot help feeling that the best 

.'possible method of defense: against· this ·possibility is ·precisely the method used in 

defining the· scope of the ban. There might be, however, one logical addi tio:p. made, 

namely to ban not only the use of milita~- or any other hosti~e environmental 

modification techniques, but the threat to use them as well. vle ho·pe that consensus 

on this key article can be reached. 

As far as .article ·V is concerned, ltle are of the o·pinion that the ·proposal to add to 

the tasks connected with the functioning of the Convention ful~ther and different tasks 

is not feasible, not ·to speak about ·practical problems connected with its realization in 

practice. In our vieJ,v we, should concentrate on the main thing, "ivh;Lch is to make ii;. 

possible for the Convention to become a viable inst2~~ent of international life. That 

means to look on article V from the point of vim·I of fact-finding, he~:ping the 

Governments concerned. to clarify the phenomena >vhich might a::::-ise. \ve welcome the 

progress in achie.ving consensus on this article. 

One can see· a certain linlc be.h;een some of the ·problems \ve are grappling with in 

connexion with the Enmod Convention and the problems dealt "\vi th in the ·proposal to ban 

n€n·r types· and nevr systems of \'leapons as ·proposed 1Jy the Soviet Union and accepted by 

last year's General Assembly, namely the problems co11nected with the consequences of an 

ever-accelerating rate of scientific and technic~ progress. If -vre wait in every 
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individual case of a scientific and technical discovery until "that discovery is made use 

of for military :PUrposes, for purpoS~S 'of mass killing, we· shall most :Pi'Ohably never be 

able to catch the bus~·. This is the reason why,· in our view,-· the ·idea of sto·pping· the 

use of scientific discovery· for military use - ·or inisuse, if· you wish - is· a 

historic contribution towards intensifying the-effort towards disarmmnent. ·For these 

reasons we -vmlcome· the decision to hold a ne1v series of discussions with the 

·partici·pation o;f experts, beginning on 9 August 1976. -· In order to hel:P this im:Portant 

part of b'Ll.r wo.rk in the CCD, v1e intend to send an expert as well •. On this occasion· I 

should like to vrelcome the intention of some member countries to send their experts.· 

' The Cop1mi ttee has ·devoted due attention to another 'im:Portru1t task, namely to the· 

task of banning~ c:hemicaJ: weapons •. A com:Plete ban must remain the goal here. Again, the 

rate of. scientific discovery mruces it mo.re and more urgent to truce this measure as soon 

as :POSsible. That 'is why our delegation continues to regard·the pro:Posal of the· 

socialist'. countries from the year 1972 (CCD/361)- as a starting point. ·As in other· 
. . 

fields, it may 'b'e necessary to a:P:Proach this goal by partial steps. If ·that is· so, 
. . 

some · ste·p shoUld be tclcen soon, the sooner the better. The discussions with the 

·participation of expe·rts have shown that there exists an increased interest in this 

urgerit problem, and mo'reover that -- as far as some aspects of· it are concerned -

there is a certain narrowing of the differences in points of vie-v; of the participants. 

A significant number of interesting con:tributio~s clarifying numerous aspects of this 

complicated subj~ct matter >vere niade. In spit'e of that, the. ·problem of verification and 

control remains one of the ·problems to be solved. We think that it is :possible t'o · · · 
'·.· ... 

organize an effective system of control making good and ingenious use of the scientific 

disciplines. concerned and of national means of control. It seems to us useful to pay 

attention in this connexion t~ the working paper sublilitted by Finland (CCD/501) and to 

the ideas advanced by Ambassador Likhat·chev on ·22 July 1976 (CCD/PV. 714). \ve heard 

with int-erest the declaratibn ·of Lord· Goronwy-Roberts ori 1 Ju1y·1976 and are looking 

fo~!ard to the draft of the comprehensive cw convention ·mentioned there. 
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There is no doubt about the fact that the complicated nature of the efforts 

towards disarmament is reflected in the situation in the field of nuclear disarmament, 

especially as far as the universalization of the system of non-proliferation and the 

CTB are concerned~ During the remaining-period of the Disarmament Decade, we shall 

have to maintain, extend and intensify the effort in this field. vJe welcome in this. 

com1exion the ratification of the NPT by Japan as well as the accession of the 

Yemen Arab Republic and the progress towards accession in the case of our host countr-y, 

S:~-vi tzerland. It is to be hoped that the remaining period of the Disarmament Decade 

wi],l see. still more progress of this kind, especially in the case of. States which 

already possess nuclear vreapons or have significant capabilities in nuclear technology. 

For the same reasons we 'velcome the treaty on ·peaceful nuclear explosions 

concluded between the Soviet Union and the United States on 28 Ifay 1976. It again 

shovlS the possibilities of co-operation betvreen the t'vo most developed nucl,ear States, 

and is a further contribution towards relaxa:Uon of tension. vie regret to note, 

however, that General Assembly reso.lution 3478 (XXX) has so far not been followed by 

corresponding action on the part of all nuclear States. Not only have the negotiations 

not been set into motion by the agreed date, namely 31 1furch 1976, but there is no sign 

of them being set into motion even novr. From this point of view, it is clear that 

until positive measures are taken regarding this basic solution by all nuclear States, 

technical steps, however useful and well,....intentioned in themselves, will not be 

sufficient. This concerns, for instance, the proposal to set up a working group of 

seismic experts. 

Once I have touched upon the question of the mid-term review of the Disarmament 

Decade, let me say how much vre appreciate the initiative taken by the distinguished.· 

representative of Nigeria, Ambassador Clark, who proposed that a series of plenary 

meetings should be held -at which the results and the problems. connected ~'vi, th the 

Decade would be revie,..red. Looking at the Disarmament Decade., we see t'vo elements: 

on the one hand, significant progress has undoubtedly been made; on. the other hand, 
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one cann()t:he satisfied. with >vhat has been done. ·But the grovrth ___ of armaments has been-.·· .... •.· . . . . . 

a process a~C!::i,..z:.g_ ne1.J"er,and ne~er.vmapons. -If -vre st?P adding .. qualitatively new 

elements, we shall haye .. a better chance of making progress .in dealing with.vlhat •. 

there is •. ':[Ibis _is the re.ason which lead~ us_ to_ conclude that the. propo_sal to ban_· 

new types and systems of Wfilapons is _one of. the best contributions for the Disarmame_nt 

Decade and at the.· same time a qualitatively ne\v contribution. 

There is undoubtedly one further important aspect of our work which we shoul4 
: ,l ~ 

not oy~rloo}l;::inreview~ng,_ as :we do, what has been and. what has not been don~? .Tf!-13-t 

is the ever-closer relationship. bet-tveen the solution of: pressing economic. $lld social. __ _ 
.. ~- . . ' ' ·' . . . 

problems on tr.u~ .. planet ,and .all kinds of \-Taste or -- _bette.r said -- all kinds of 

actj,vit.tes. yh:i,ch .do not help to solve these huge problems or complicate their 

solution. It is not a mere coincidence that, as many economists cal01,1late, the 

extent of resqurces spent on- armaments at present roughly equals the developing 

world 1 s ne~d of ne>v resources to sustain a sufficien,tly upw13,rd ... pointing development 

curve, wpic}fwould g:r:q,dually close the gap. 

To transfer-these_ vast resource~ spent on armaments back.to development, where 

they belong, would ·oertaiJ1.ly be_ not only feasible but beneficial for everybody 
" ·-·-·. .. ·. ' . '. . '· . 

concerned. ln our view, this should_be kept in mind, especially in connexion w:i,th 

the proposal to._ organize; a \·lorld Disarmament Conference. 

Hr. SAlliErlf (Pakistan): · taking ·the floor for the first time during 'the 
. . . 

session, may I begin by welcoming t\VO new colleagues' Ambassador Likhatchev of the 

Soviet Union and .Ambassad~r Jargalsaikhan of Nongolia, vrho have talcen over as leaders '· 

of their· respective delegations. I am confident that they 1vill distinguish themselves 
- . 

as much as their predecess~rs had done. I would· also like to join those ·who prece'ded 

me in requesting the delegations of the Soviet Union, Canada; Iviongolia and· Zaire to 

convey our- b~st wishes to· Ambassad6rs Roshchin; Barton, Dugersuren and Kasasa. At 

the risk Of being:· dubbed unrealistic, I would venture tci say that I .wish \ve had 

presented. a tr~aty to each~ of these departing colleaccrues 'as a ·so~venir of their 

distinguished a:ss6ciation ,;,i th this · Conimi ttee • 

.. ~-
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I find myself in sympathy with those who maintain that, ill view ·of 1·Jhat this 

Committee has before it by way of ·iss1ies vital and urgent for '\rorld security, it seems 

to challenge one 1 s sense of proportion to ·address oneself to prospective dangers so 

ardently as to find little or no time for existing dangers. These latter are in no 

way inferior either in their magnitude or in the degree of devastation that they can 

cause as compared to the prospective dangers that now monopolize the time of this 

Committee. 

This is not to say that my delegation has not willingly addressed itself to.the 

draft convention on the prohibition of militar,y or any other hostile use of 

environmental modification· techniques. But \ATe must remind ourselves of the 

importance of moving fonrard on vital questions such as CTB, security of non-nuclear-

weapon States and the ban on chemical weapons. 

In the· 658th meeting of the CCD last year, I had occasion to state ·that the 

initiative regarding "envi;onmental modification techniques" was timely, and that· 

this wao a problem which had the potentialities of becoming both dangerous as 'we.il· 

as intractable if not tackled in good time. We conti.llue 'to hold that view •. · 

As regards the identical drafts submitted to the Committee by the. twoco-Ch~irmen; 

1-re feel that the scope of the prohibition in the draft convention is too limited. 

Restricting the prohibition to only those environmental modification techniques that 

have "-widespread, long-lasting or severe effects 11 will not only limit its scope but 

render it difficult of interpretation. It has been argued that the existing draft 

prohibits hostile uses of the techniques in question only above and beyond a certain. 

level. Is it that the intention is only to curtail rather than prohibit the option 

to use these awesome· techniques? In our view the "threshold approach" is not 

suitable for this .convention. 

Since. the draft already makes an exception in respect of the use of environmental 

modification techniques for "peaceful purposes", why should."hostile use" of these 

techniques· be sanctio_n,ed at the same time, a~hei t on a small scale? We suggest that 

the phrase "widespread, long-lasting or severe" be reviewed in this light~ 

In respect to article II, we feel that only the definition of the term 

"environmental modification techniques" should be contained in this article, and ·the 

illustrative list of examples should be made as extensive as possible and form an 

annex to the convention. Those "environmental modification techniques" which are 

ostensibly peaceful but which could possibly be diverted to hostile use should also 
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be included. Since the list of examples will be only illustrative and not exhaustive or 

limitative, we do not see how any exception can be taken 'to· the .:i?.c_~l::l.s_i_!?!l. _?.f such 

examples. 

Coming to article III, on the~·use of environmental modification techniques· for 

peaceful purposes, our:first concern.. regarding this article is that it appears to give 

the ·so-called ":peaceful" uses a status .higher than the Convention itself. We have no 

quarrel with the fact that use of these techniques for :peaceful.purposes should be 

allowed. But we feel that such uses should be allowed under the 'Convention and 

subject to its provisions rather than independently of it. We also feel that there 

should be safeguards of some sort so as to ensure that such uses for ostensibly 

peaceful purposes should not be such as can be easily diverted to hostile use, and· in 

:particular such use as can.havean adverse effect on-another State, for example:a 

neighbouring one. 

Under article·v, with the draft as it stands, action against any State ·in breach 

of its obligations will be taken only if all the permanent .. members of the Security· 

CounciLare in agreement. Article V also does riot appear to take into account a 

situation in which one· or more :permanent members of the Security Council do not ·agree 

to recognize the Convention. This can hardly be seriously· consideJ:ed. a.s 8. prao LJ.n0.l, 

solution to meet the situation oreated by a breach of obligations under the Convention. 

Taking a theoretical case, what wduld happen, for instance, if the offending :party 

happens ·to -be a:permanent member of- the Security Council or happens to have a defence 

agreement with a :permanent member.? - If the dangers and prospective devastation are as 

great as explained here, the .oan should be complete. Conceptually it :is ina.dmissible 

to :provide statutory :powers to some States to hold up international action while 

devastation on the scale envisaged in· the Convention is taking :place. It can be 

argued that such are the facts of the contemporary system 0f security •. Very well, · 

then; but· wby enshrine them in a Convention and bar the opportunity· to. evoke a more 

effective· system of ensuring the implementation of the Convention?. We shall look 

forward with considerable interest to the results 'of the consultations that ·are· ta..kiiJ.g · 

:place with a view to making the article more effective. 

Finally; the "threat of use" of these techniques should' be effectively prohibited 

in the proposed Convention. I need hardly :point out that such a threat can do 

incalculable harm to the interests of the threatened State. Theuse of such threats

may, in fact, already be regarded as a most effective weapon. 
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Mr. van der KLAAUW (Netherlands): In resolution 3484 A (XXX) the 

General Assembly of the United Nations requested the CCD to keep under review, in its 

consideration of an elaboration of a comprehensive test ban.treaty, the arms control 

implications of nuclear explosions for peacef~l purposes, including the possibility 

that such explosions could be misused to circumvent any ban on the testing of nuclear 

weapons. I will briefly address myself to this .q11estion~ 

On 28 May 1976, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of 

America signed a Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes or, as 

I will call it, the PNE-agreement. This treaty was concluded in accordance.with 

article III of the Treaty on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear Weapon Tests, the 

so-called Threshold Test Ban Treaty. The purpose of the PNE-agreement is apparently. to 

make arrangements for the explosion of nuclear devices for peaceful purposes in such a 

way that the threshold test ban will not be circumvented. Since this problem is clearly 

related to the earlier-mentioned request made by the General Assembly, it seems worth

while to study the PNE-agreement, and in particular to consider whether this agreement 

can give us some clues for the problem, how to conduct nuclear explosions for peaceful 

purposes under a comprehensive test ban treaty. To this end, my delegation suggested 

at the end of the spring session to spend a few meetings, either formal or informal, 

to discuss the PNE-agreement during the summer session of the CCD. Our suggestion did 

not find many responses, and since the CC]) is already overloaded in this session, we 

did not insist on our suggestion. However, I would like to make a number of 

preliminary remarks in the absence of a more extensive explanation by the United States 

and the USSR of their PNE-agreement until now. 

As far as we can see, the two countries could have taken a number of different 

approaches to solve the problem how to conduct PNEs under the threshold test ban. They 

could have. prohibited PNEs. They could have tried to develop a system of verification 

and control, presumably complicated, to make sure that PNEs above the threshold of 

150 kton would not be used for weapons tests or in any case to minimize this chance to 

an acceptable level. If that last approach had been taken, it could have given us 

-,;raluable indications on how to develop a system for PNEs under a comprehensive test 

ban, for it is clear that in such a system there is no real difference between a 

threshold of 150 kton, 20 kton or zero kiloton. 
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/ However~-the c;·ounfries'Involved took another approach. They designed a system to 

make sure that the yield of the peaceful nuclear explos-:i,.ons remains under the 

-threshold set by the_ Threshold Test Ban Treaty. Since the yie),d of the individual 

PNEs must stay under the weapons threshold in this system, a lower weapons thre~hold 

would· mean that the yield of the in9,ividua1 PNEs has to go down. TtLSJ.,.::JYStem cannot be 
. l . ' . . . ' . . . . 

used under a comprehensive test ban, since the weapons threshold. in}hat 913.-~e is zero 

kiloton. 

In our opinion, -~his assessment is different from tpat ma(ie by .s~yE;:!:z:-?-1 ,<:lfllegations 
:. ~; ·.' . ' 

in this Committee, ixiter alia, by the representative of the German Tiemocratic Republic 

on 6 July. As we see it, the PNE:-agreement has .not giyen us a clue how to solve the 

problem of conducting PNEs under a c9mprehensive test ban. 

Perhaps the agreement has taught us something. I do _not_ know how much time and 

effort the 'bwo countries involved have spent to find a s;rstem to conduqt_PNEs above 

-the threshold. In view of the fact that a- great part of the ._agreement and the .protocol 

refers to explosions with an aggregate yield above. the. threshold, it means that there is 

at least one country,which has _a potential interest :i,n conducting nuclear explosions for 
. . ·:\ : ~ .. r. . . .. ; ' 

peaceful purposes above the threshold of 150 kton. Therefore one could imagine that the 
•''j 

two countries have really tried to design a system to conduct suchexpl_osions without 

circUmventing the nuclear weapons thresrrold, but apparently they did not succeed. My 

delegation would be interested to know how much they tried, since such information 

·could be very important for our future deliberations on a comprehensiv:e tei3.t ban. At 

the moment at least~ .1-re get the impression that a system to conduct PNEs under a CTB 

·without circumventing the purposes of a CTB is very difficult if not. impossible to _ 

achieve) which leads us to the logical conclusion that as long as this problem i<'l not 

satisfactorily solved, we are faced with the choice of either not having a foolproof 

CTB or abandoning PNEs. 

Having said this; I.would like to congratulate i;he_United States and the USSR on 

having been able to agree on a rather complicated question, that is, how to measure the 

yield of nuclear explosions, including the yield of indi vi.dual explosions with explosion 
. . • v .. 

times which are only milliseconds apart. The negotiations have at great length spelled 

out complicated procedures, using a number of innovative and elegant solutions for 
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difficult technical and political problems. I may refer, for example, to the ingenious 

solution found for the problem how to avoid the use by the observing State of instruments 

other than what it states them to be, while on the other hand making sure that the 

observed State cannot tamper with the observing equipment and the data so obtained. 

Such solutions for di.fficul t problems may well be used in other arms control and 

disarmament agreements in the future. 

An interesting aspect of the agreement is the provision that the verification 

system will also be used on the territory of other countries. This is, of course, a 

logical provision, but it means t'hat when a non-nuclear-weapon State asks PNE-services 

from one of the two nuclear-weapon States involved, it has to invite the other party, 

too, at least if the aggregate yield of the PNE is above 150 kton. 

The agreement also shows, and this is in our vie\<T highly important, that when 

countries lay down precise procedures for verifying the implementation of an agreement, 

they are now willing to allow the exercise of inspection activities on their territory. 

The observing State is even allowed to lower equipment into the borehole of the nuclear 

explosive device. It is encouraging to note how far States are prepared to go if the 

political will is present. 
We saw the same happen in the nuclear safeguards field, in particular during the 

negotiations on the NPT-safeguards, Many countries were for various reasons reluctant 

to accept international inspection activities within their territories. Nevertheless, 

with the political will which was present during these negotiations, and by 

painstakingly laying down the rights and duties of inspectors and the detailed 

procedures to follow, it was possible to design an effective safeguards system which. 

could be accepted by the countries involved. L~ this connexion I would like to recall 

that the final declaration of the NPT-Review Conference asked the parties to the NPT, 

without making a distinction between nuclear- and non-nuclear-weapon States, to accept 

safeguards on all peaceful nuclear activities. Perhaps it now becomes possible to 

implement this request fully. ill1yway, the PNE-agreement has very interesting 

verification provisions which could be of importance for future arms control and 

disarmament agreements. I therefore hope that the agreement will soon come into force. 
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Let me no>v tUJ:n to the Thr~shold ~11est Ban ':Creaty itself. Hembers of the 

Colllini ttee are vrell a~>rare of our disappointment over the_ very restl~icted scope. of • 

that treaty. .As far as I know, even the parties to it did not dare to claim that 

the threshold viaS set so high because of verification problems. A long time ago 

we already expressed our concern that a Threshold Test Ban Inight hinder rather than 

facilitate the conclusion of a Comprehensive Ban. In the spring session, during 

inforEml meetings, 1-re expre.ssed o1:rr_ vievm on some of the more interesting technical 

provisions of the TTBT. For example, we showed our interest in the exchange of 

technical data on the weapons test sites and on the calibration data. 

This week the Ad Hoc Group of scientific experts to consider international 

co-operative measures to detect and identify seismic events started its ;,mrk. 

]\fy Government is grateful for the initiative taken by Sweden to set up this group. 

I noted also with interest that several countries itlhich are not members of the CCD 

have SE?nt experts, including cou..Yltries in the southern hemisphere. This promises 

seismic expertise from all over the vrorld, ·which is important in the context 

of a vmrld-wide detection and identification system. 

Frankly, I 1-vas somewhat :puzzled by the attitude talcen by some members of the 

Committee with respect to the Ad Hoc Group. During the spring session the 

re:presentati ves of Poland, Hongolia, Hungary and Bulgaria, 1•Thile supporting the 

:proposal_ by the Soviet --Union to strive for a CTB signed by all nuclear-weapon 

Sta.~es, }tll said that the CCD_ cyould play a useful role in further discussions on a 
.. 

Nuclear vlea:pons Test Ban. The Soviet Union stated that "an important supplementary 
. .• y 

me~s of control must be the development between the States parties to the treaty 

of international co-operation in the exchange of seismic data (CCD/PV. 688, p.l7). 

The repre-asntative of Czechoslovalda said that "CzechoslovaJcia 1-ri th its advanceQ. 

seismographic system has expressed its readiness to :participate in ~~e international 

system of exchange of seismographic information, in.the so-called international 

detection club, which could achieve a satisfactory level of verification.of.the 

CTB" (CCD/PV.695, :p.l6). 

These statements gave the impression that, although disagreement still exists 

on some :points, we could try tomove ahead on other :points, in hannony vlith the 
' ' '• . . '. 

spirit in which-the CCD ahrays works. I 1-ras therefore somewhat surprised. that on 
. : . '; '"! :'.' 

1 July the representative of Bulgaria said he thought that the Acl Hoc Committee 

could better be set up in the context of the committee proposed under 
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resolution 34 78 (.XXX), -vrhile we all ·lmmv that that committee has, at least for the 

time being, not beeh. established. I think this is s·omewhat contradictory to his· 

statement in the spring session. The German Democratic Republic also thought that the 

Ad Hoc Group would distract from the work of the not-yet established committee under 

resolution 3478 (XXX). 

If we' cannot talk about one of the important elements of a CTB in the CCD, hovr 

can we usefully keep CTB on our agenda? I would therefore urgently appeal to all 

COD-members to participate where possible in the work of the Ad Hoc Group, the results 

of which could form" a basis for all our future work on the test ban issue. 

Referring to remarks made by the representatives of Nigeria and Mexico, I thinlc 

there is some misunderstanding about the purpose of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts. Even 

if one is of the opinion that a CTB can in principle be concluded on the basis of 

national verification means, a position held by my Government, this does not mean that 

all conditions for such a verification system have already been met. For example, as 

was pointed out several times during out technical meetings on the test ban issue, · 

there is still a lack of international exchange of certain data important for.the 

identification of seismic events. vie, for our part? see the S'i.vedish proposal for an 

Ad H~~ Group mainly in the light of determining in practice how an international seismic 

verification system cou~d \·mrk as efficiently as possible and vrhat measures are neceseaiy 

to e.chieve this purpose. Participation in such a group does not distract at all from 

the position taken, inter alia, by my Government that sufficient verification can, in 
. . . 

principle, be achieved by national means, at least when ·~re compare the risks of 

ongoing nuclear weapon tests vri th the chance of viola:ting a CTB with very small tests. 

Hy delegation listened vri th interest to the statement made· by I1rs. Thorssori last 

week on this subject a~d will study her proposals carefully. 

I will finish my remarks with a few comments on the importance bf a CTB. :A CTB 

is long overdue. I am certain that the conclusion of a Comprehensive Test Ban in the 

end of the fifties or the early sixties would have been more important than now, at 

least from an arms control point of view. Perhaps we vrould have· been sp~red. the 

development of more and more sophisticated nuclear weaponry, weaponrY' vrhich makes 

arms control measures in the nuclear field increasingly difficiult to achieve and to 

verify, and >·Thich could blU:r the distinction bet-vreen nuclear and conventional war. 
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A CTB would not accomplish nuclear disarmament, either, since the nuclea:r vle~pons 
'i ,. -~-· ••.• - ·----------

IVOUld still be p:resent. Nevertheless, nuclear weapons tests are apparently. sti~l 

important if >ve have to believe the nuclear vmapon States themselves, and. to judge· 

from the ongoing weapons tests. So, from a direct arms-control point o;f vie·w it is 

still a liorth~>vhli~'goal. 
_., ·-

It could ilell be, hovreve:r, that from a political point of vie1v a CT:S is even 

more important. ·. Th·e conclusion of a CTB has become a kincl of symbol. of .the ques~ion: 

are the gr~at :Powers. really s~rious in their proclaimed will to stop the arms. race. 
···: ;,-

:. (' ,~_, - .J . , ' •• 'i . 

and work t~~iards' nuclear disarmament? This is a strictly political argument vlhi<;:h 
•·:· : . . 

could be dismissed· as irrational. Political arguments play, however, an important.· 

role in decisions taken by G~vernments. 

In the same line one could argue that it is not necessary for the. t1-ro big .Power$ . 
'·. 

to have comparabie strategic nuclear forces •. Numerical differences in strategi9 nuclear 

forces need not be of direct military significance, at least with anyth:i,ng_l~t~e present 
. . : 

force levels. Nevertheless, both of the Povrers :referred to consider it appa!_'8~1tly 

highly .important, fo:r poli tic.al reasons, to p~ssess strategic forces on levels 

sometimes described as being of 11 percei ved eq,uali ty11
• l"Iili tarily seen, thi.s is 

certainly an ·i;rationcil goal, but highly relevant for the. decision-making process in 
. . . . 

the t~o countr'ies, and perhalJS even the. motor of the nuc.lear arms race. 

I have· the impression, however, that the conclusion of a CTB, together 1-ri th other .. 
. . . 

measures iii the field. "of: nuclear arms control and disannament, is not erp:ugh 

appreciate'd by.·the· t1-ro Powers as ~elng highly important fo.r the :rest of the vmrld, 
,· ··' : ~. . . :_ . . . . ' - . ' ·. 

influencing d~cisl~ris b3r other countries. In this connexion I may mention t~e . 

adherence to the non:...proliferation treaty. Of course, I do not say that a GTB will . .. - ; ·-· ,• . ·; -· ,, ~ ._;· . 

save fer always 'the NP'r. It can only be one of the many steps necessary .to make. tJ:::\;L,;=; . , ·. 

tr~iity via;ble in the long run. But a CTB is in any case necessary in th(3. proo.ess of 

diminishing the role Sf· nuclear -vreapons in the world. 
· .. _,·: 

Notwithstanding the imp;ove~ent 
: ' .I ~ ; ~: : •• ' .l :. ' . ' . ' 

in intt3hi.at.ional 'relations bet1ve~n the two mal~ Powers, ·they seem to be so obsesse~l 
by each o·ther,: trying tb; mat~h each other in:all kinds of ways, BtartiJJ.g.new 

strategic nuclgEir weapon:- syst~ms 1vhich cost billions of dollars or roubies, that .. 

they do not reail~e' sttffici~ntiy\vhat i~fluen~e their attlt~de.,;.:.~~~lc~ ~a~~ on the rest 

of the;~iB:t.ici. v· 'The.lTPT.iRe~i~1v Confer~n~e gave already a clear in~ication of this -< , 
• . 'J' :•. r 

I do not underestimate the 

problems involvecl in arms control and disarmament: we all knovr that these are 

complicated and difficult. But if the arms race continues, disaster can be the only 

end-product to be expected. 
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Mr. CLARK (Nigeria): I want to thank most sincerely all the delegations 

for their active interest and participation in the Mid-Term Review of the Disarmament 

Decade which we have been undertaking in accordance with General .Assembly 

resolution 3470 (XXX). MY. d~-iegation is deeply impressed by the number of delegates 

who spoke, and particularly by the outstanding quality of what they said. In 

particular, I should like to thank most si~cerely Mrs. Inga Thorsson, the Minister of 

State of·:sweden, for her most moving and eloquent contribution to the exercise. I 

also want to express my warm appreciation and gratitude for the kind words that all 

the delegates who spoke have so graciously addressed.to my delegation. 

The review of the type we have been undertaking is liable to take many forms •. 

But its outcome can only be one of two things. Those who are familiar with classical 

Greek mythology will recall the fate of Narcissus. We may so love in self-reflection 

what we think is our record of achievement that we may blind ourselves to the needs of 

humanity an¢ to the reason for the continuing existence of the CCD as a negotiating 

forum for disarmament. Alternatively, we may see the review exercise in a dynamic, 
• 1 .• 

progressive sense. Starting with an examination of the twin targets of the 

Tiisarmament Decade, which are disa1.nament and development, that is, on the one hand 

to arrest the arms race and to work for general and complete disarmament in the interest 

of international peace and security, and on the other hand to secure the transfer of 

additional resources from the more advanced countries through disarmament to the 

developing countries for economic and social development, we may then proceed to assess 

in realistic terms our successes and failures with a view to reaching the goals and 

targets of the Disarmament Decade to the satisfaction of all mankind. 

As the Alva JYfyrdal Group of Experts on the Economic and Social Consequences of 

Disarmament pointed out in its report pursuant to General Assembly resolution 2685 (XXV): 

"The problems of achieving disarmament and of making rapid progress with 

economic and social development, as well as the problem of gener~ting more aid 

for developing countries are essentially political. Disarmament will come 

only if people- poii tical leaders, citizens and activists in political and 

social organizations-- change the direction of the policies which have led to 

arms races; if they reject external policies of intervention; if they reject 

international competition for power and prestige expressed through military might. 
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More aid, and other measures aimed at helping developing countries, will come 

only if people to a greater degree adopt and act upon internationalist values 

the equality of man; the need to eliminate poverty, mass unemployment, disease, 

hunger and illiteracy; the desirability of bringing the benefits of science 

and technology to everyone;". (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.IX.l, 

~. 
I believe that the Mid-Term Review Exercise·has served some useful purpose. The 

large number of delegations who spoke indicates the fundamental interest we all have 

in the subject. No one can seriously say that we are performing our functions and 
duties efficiently if we overlook some of the stark facts which have been revealed by 

the various statements made in the course of the exercise. It was important, 

therefore, that we paused to take stock of our role and achievements during the 

Disarmament Decade. Secondly, it has set a useful precedent. Henceforth we can 

deliberately plan our schedule of work. Citing the special plenary sessions we have 

devoted to the review exercise as an example, we can decide to allocate our time to the 

consideration of specific subjects at specific times. I do not see why this ·cannot 

be the case with, say CTB and CWB, next spring. Thirdly, it has served to clear our 

minds about several crucial issues on our agenda of disarmament. For instance, we 

now know better the relative priorities we accord to the various tasks of the CCD. 

The high priority which the General Assembly of the United N<tions and the majority 

of us attach to the question of the cessation of the nuclear arms race and to general 

and complete disarmament has been re-emphasized. No attempt to shift emphasis to the 

so-called threat posed by the increasing international traffic in conventional armament 

can be taken seriously. 

I regret that today I cannot go into any detailed reply to the recent call by 

Mr. Ikle of the United States delegation for a debate on the conventional arms trade. 

I can only say now that the government promotion of arms exports has not come from the 

developing countries. Arms exporters know the purposes and benefits of the trade more 

than the importers. Needless to say that the political, military and economic 

implications of· the traffic are better calculated by countries that claim to have 

world-wide responsibilities and spheres of influence which are supported by military 

might. The insecurity and restlessness of the newly independent countries are known 

to have been stirred up by external Powers in order to stimulate armament expenditures. 
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To this end, one newly-independent country has been played off against another, and 

internal discu-ssions and disaffections fuelled and fanned, not to· mention armament 
. . . . 

manufacturers bribing government officials so as ·t·o increase the sales of arms. .After 

all; 'who"·' authorize· ani i±·cence·-"the ·eipo:rt of· arms from one country to another but 

Governments? VJho gain from the balance-of-pa;yment earnings from arms sales cind -----~-

therefore nurture economic and industrial environment necessarY- for the research, 

development cmd production of advanced-technology -vreapons but Go:vernments? Who peddl.e 

the sales Of ;,~apons 1vi th an eya to serving their foreign-policy and glob'al-securi ty 

objectives but Governments? And which Govern_ments are thes-e? Are they the 

governments of the rich, industrial cb·L111tries or those of the poor developing countries 

which only· seek arms to defend their national independence and sovereignty and to 

safeguard their internal public order and security. The 11 merchants ·of death" today 

are not the Sir :Sasil Zaharoffs but Governments and gov·ernment-sponsored multinational · 

corporations after power and profits. 

Furthe~ore; it will be a sorry a·a.y if the doctrine is allowed to gain ground 

that the c·cn should no lbnger concern it self with nuclear weapons and other weapons of 

mass des'truct ion, and that because of the increase, albeit lamentable, in the 

international trade in conventional weapons it ·should concern itself 1-vi th negotiation· 

of agreements on conventional weapons only. ' Nor -vrill another version of that doctrine 

be tolerated, which says that only nuclear-weapon States count. For this will be an 

open and reckless i:trvitation to the proliferation of nuclear -vreaporis throughout the 

-wo-;ra..· It does'not make sense to equate the dangers of nuclear weapons and those 'of 

conventional ""eapons. I had better stop here. Perhaps it would be-better to give 

some til:ne tci the consideration of the United States proposal. 

to the Mid-Term Review exercise. 

Meanwhile, I revert 

\{e have come to a cruCial stage of our consideration of that item. We should 
..... 

now begin to direct our attention to the possibility of reaching some agreed 
. . . 

conclusions. As I indicated in my statement of 20July, perhaps a working paper 

presented at some stage might facilitate our conclusions and subs-equent report to the 

General Assembly of the United Nations. 
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MY fri6nds and I in the informal group of 15 have been consulting about this 

matter in the last couple of days. We all agree that a joint paper on a common 

position by all of us was desirable and to be preferred. We have been working towards 

that end. But I must leave today for Colombo to attend the Conference of the 

Non-Aligned Countries. I am therefore taking the liberty of tabling a working paper 

in the name of my delegation on the matter in the hope that those who feel able to join 

us later may feel free to do so. 

The philosophy of the working paper is simple. We want a set of conclusions that 

can be adopted by consensus. The conclusions should be forward-looking. And they 

should enable us to proceed with our work next Session with a purpose and a plan. 

The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m. 
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